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EagleEye 
The realisation of new innovative ideas

www.sec.swiss
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SEC.SWISS

Swiss is who we are and it also 
stands for quality and innovation. 

Electronic Creation is our   
working field to create new products. 
Our expertise is in the event,  
technology and entertainment sector. 
We ignite your ideas from the genesis 
of conception, development and to 
the realisation. We help you to find a 
customised solution for your needs.
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The Eagle Eye is a four-point 
cable camera system, that can 
be implemented in broadcast 
or film in various locations like 
stadiums or Television sets. 
The camera system is ideal for 
productions that can capture 
the energy of the crowd at 
a music festival, shows the 
glamour of a fashion show or 
the action on a film set. 
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EagleEye100
The hardware is very portable and yet powerful enough to hoist a broadcast 
camera and have full CCU control and signal for operators and broadcast 
truck. Programmable and repeatable set motion paths in the software and 
also safety boundaries. Various of 3-axis gyro-stabilized gimbals and cam-
eras can be used, but we highly recommend the Shotover G1 Gimbal for its 
perfect integration in our system. Contact us and we will find a customized 
solution for your use.

The EagleEye100 is modular and can be setup also 1D, 2D or in 3D modes. 
Either you can setup only one, two or three winches or all four winches and 
push them closer together. The components are designed with a 12:1 safe-
ty ratio and  other features are the double breaks inside of the winches.  
The power consumption is only 3.5kW per winch for the 100 x 100m system. 

The Pulleys are quick to install and for the guidance of the wire. They are 
well built to be rigged on to truss or any other fix 5cm pole. The use of mul-
tiple pulleys can assist to setup more complex setups. Please consult with 
us for the best rigging solution.

The pilot control desk (controller and base station with built in computer)

The remote control is easy to use and easy to connect to the control 
computer. All signals run via the base station to the winches via  
SMPTE 311.m cables and then to the  camera dolly, through our   
special 3mm wire rope with built in fibre cables.  

The system is simple to setup in the Eagle Eye software and ready to use in 
a very short time.
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EagleEye250
Just like it’s smaller brother the EagleEye250 is still very modular for  
it’s capabilities. Bigger, faster and more powerful altogether. In all four  
cables our made out Kevlar wire, which has built-in Fibre and all of our  
systems are capable to transmit the video signal in 8K.

The system is much faster and has 400m cable in the .

This makes it the ideal 4 point camera system for the big stadiums.  
Not included in the system is the power via the cables. Contact us and we 
will help you to find the right solution for your production.

All our systems can be used in a 3D environment, or just in 2D or as a sin-
gular point where you dolly just up and down.

The software makes it very easy to set up the environment and safety  
borders can be applied. Also, existing 3D models from stadiums can  
be imported and previewed. 

EagleEye175
Like it’s bigger brother the EagleEye175 is very flexible in the application, 
but with a higher payload of 30kg. Ideally for bigger camera setups with 
a flying area of 175x175m. All of the Eagle Eye systems have a very small 
footprint with a minimum of loss of seats for live events.
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MORE ABOUT THE EAGLE EYE

Safety

DGU 17/18 is the European safety standard 
which all our systems comply, and other 
parts have a TÜV certificate. 

Augmented reality (AR)

The Eagle Eye can be integrated with any 
of the major AR systems, where we provide 
accurate tracking data.

Service

Our Camera system is easy to service and 
we listen to needs of our costumers and 
provide a costumised solution.
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OVERVIEW

System EE100 EE175 EE250

Maximum Dolly weight 15kg 30kg 15 kg 

Battery needed power supply integrated 
in ropes 

Yes (6 – 8 hours runtime) Yes (6 – 8 hours runtime) 

Maximum flying area 100x 100 m 
(145m wire lenght)

175m x 175m
(250m wire lenght)

250m x 250m
(400m wire lenght)

Winch power consumption 3.5 kW 12 kW 12 kW

Winch power supply 100-240V single phase 200-400V three phases 200-400V three phases

Maximum speed 6 m/s 10m/s 17 m/s

Signal redundancy optional optional optional

8K signal transmition optional optional optional

Augmented Reality
integration 

Yes Yes Yes

Diagonal safety boundaries Yes Yes Yes

Dimensions and estimated 
weight of one winch

80 x 80 x 60cm
180 kg

120 x 80 x 80cm
280 kg

120 x 80 x 80cm
280 kg
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